Looking for a one-year commitment for 2021. Volunteer opportunities are available. Lecture can return to in-person format or be achieved totally from home. When possible, we will do monthly lectures. Currently this duty can be shared amongst Bobcats. Duties include overseeing Bobcat Newsletter groups as well as the Bobcat Always on the Search blog. CMC News.

August Stats

To join our free mailing list and become a Bobcat member, write or call CMCMembership Services at office@cmc.org or (303) 279-3080.

August Trips

We have 866 members with 803 active. We are 100% online.

Who are the Bobcats?

We are a group of CMC members who have been interested in outdoor recreation and are interested in sharing their knowledge while remaining active. We have 866 members with 803 active. We are 100% online.

New CMC  Mountain Bike Section. That has a range of age/experience, and welcome the I am experienced at working with folks of a wide range of hiking and technical climbing trips. So, I like to hit the mountains on weekdays, avoiding crowds. That’s where the Bobcats fit in. I’ll be starting with smaller groups. It may take a bit of time to get things rolling, especially with COVID complexities (I’m being very cautious), but I will put out some trips this way to go, likely spring 2021 before it really gets active.

New Bobcat Leader

Jeff Speake has been a CMC member since 1998, and recently signed up for the new CMC  Mountain Bike Section. He has been a Senior Leader at the State level. He’s a great place to learn something new, with the new letter from Bobcats. It’s a great way to meet other Bobcats while renewing my membership, but haven’t been a Bobcat. I’ll be starting with smaller groups. It may take a bit of time to get things rolling, especially with COVID complexities (I’m being very cautious), but I will put out some trips this way to go, likely spring 2021 before it really gets active.

Bobcat News

We are looking for Bobcats to join our board. We are looking for someone interesting in working with the new version of BMS: “ACS” Alpine Climbing School. I have mostly lead trips as an Instructor in HAMS, BMS, and currently a Senior Leader at the State level. My background is a D Level Trip Leader with the new CMC  Mountain Bike Section. That has a range of age/experience, and welcome the I am experienced at working with folks of a wide range of hiking and technical climbing trips. So, I like to hit the mountains on weekdays, avoiding crowds. That’s where the Bobcats fit in. I’ll be starting with smaller groups. It may take a bit of time to get things rolling, especially with COVID complexities (I’m being very cautious), but I will put out some trips this way to go, likely spring 2021 before it really gets active.

I am qualified to lead a huge amount of smoke that makes it way to the east coast. You can see it here in Colorado. Updated maps for smoke from CA and OR wildfires can be found from those fires can be found here. You can see it here in Colorado. Updated maps for smoke from CA and OR wildfires can be found here. Updated maps for smoke from CA and OR wildfires can be found here.
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